EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: FAPRI's January 2011 baseline was incorporated into the simulation analysis of the NCPC's US peanut representative farms in order to examine the potential economic viability of the US peanut farming sector for 2011. There were significant improvements in the peanut farming sector relative to 2010. A major reason for this improvement was the significant crop price increases such as cotton, corn, wheat and soybeans. Thirteen of the 22 representative farms are in the green in terms of overall economic viability. None of the 22 farms are in the yellow and 9 of the 22 farms are in the red. Thus, the overall economic viability has improved. Further analysis of the results indicate that there are significant regional differences in terms of economic viability just as was found last year. The Virginia-Carolina area was in the best economic position with the Southwest being in the worse economic position.

Further analysis was conducted to determine the major contributing factor to the representative farms having a poor economic viability outlook. Fixed expenses and debt were closely examined. If fixed expenses and the associated long term debt were eliminated, many of the representative farms were still in the poor overall economic viability category. It seems that many of the farms have large operating loans with significant interest payments which accumulate over time which forces the farms into the poor economic viability category. Thus, there has not been much improvement relative to their situation in 2010.

The peanut representative farms panel members provided their 2010 peanut and other crop yields as well as the prices received for their crops. This data was input into the respective representative farms' data base. Cash flow analysis was performed by region utilizing the representative farms. Peanuts, cotton and corn were the primary crops analyzed. The results indicate that for this year (2011), cotton prices were the driving force as to the level of peanut acreage. In reviewing the NASS acreage estimates, these conclusions were born out. Peanut prices offered to peanut farmers were not nearly high enough to compete with the cash flow generated by the cotton prices.

Since production cost for all commodities started rising sharply in 2005, producers, manufactures, and consumers may no longer realize at what level the actual safety net for
peanut producers needs to be. Coupled with the increase of production costs the peanut industry has witnessed changes in expected yields. Some areas are expecting to yield more, while some areas may not be as optimistic. The reason for the differences in expected yields vary from one region of the United States to the next. Some areas have been fortunate to have new higher yielding varieties, some have improved rotations, while some are falling victim to higher disease pressures along with a diminishing supply of ground water for irrigation. All of the above mentioned factors have a significant effect on the viability of the peanut producers. The University of Georgia National Center for Peanut Competitiveness utilized it's 22 U.S. Representative Peanut Farms database to do a preliminary analysis of the impact of these factors on an adequate safety net. The marketing loan of $355 per ton FSP is usually assumed to cover a producer's total variable costs. We computed the total variable cost for runner peanuts which includes all variable costs of producing and harvesting peanuts except the returns to management and debt service. The total variable cost per ton for irrigated runner peanuts from the U.S. representative farms ranged from $403 to $420. For dryland runner peanuts, the total variable cost per ton ranged from $377 to $413.
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FINAL REPORT: FAPRI's January 2011 baseline was implemented into the new FLIPSIM computer program delivered to us by Texas A&M. Significant modifications were made to the program due to changes in the 2008 Farm Bill. In particular, the ACRE program and SURE program are significant changes from prior farm programs. The 22 peanut representative farms were analyzed based on the updated baseline data as well as utilizing the updated production data from each respective representative farm. There were significant improvements in the peanut farming sector relative to 2010. A major reason for this improvement was the significant crop price increases such as cotton, corn, wheat and soybeans. Thirteen of the 22 representative farms are in the green in terms of overall economic viability. None of the 22 farms are in the yellow and 9 of the 22 farms are in the red. Thus, the overall economic viability has improved. Further analysis of the results indicate that there are significant regional differences in terms of economic viability just as was found last year. The Virginia-Carolina area was in the best economic position with the Southwest being in the worse economic position.

Further analysis was conducted to determine the major contributing factor to the overall decline in the economic viability of the representative farms. Fixed expenses and debt were closely examined. If fixed expenses and the associated long term debt were eliminated, many of the representative farms were still in the poor overall economic viability category. It seems that many of the farms have large operating loans with significant interest payments which accumulate over time which forces the farms into the poor economic viability category given the low commodity prices relative to the input prices. These results collorborated the findings from last year.

Postcards were sent to the 22 peanut representative farms panel members to obtain their 2010 peanut and other crop yields as well as the prices recieved for their crops. This data was inputed into the respective representative farms' data base. Cash flow analysis was performed by region utilizing the representative farms. Peanuts, cotton and corn were the primary crops analyzed. The results indicate that for this year, cotton prices were the driving force as to the level of peanut acreage. In reviewing the NASS acreage estimates, these conclusions were born out. Peanut prices offered to peanut farmers were not high enough to compete with the cash flow generated by the cotton prices.
The conservation stewardship program (CSP) in the 2008 Farm Bill is being investigated as to the potential impact on peanut farmers utilizing the representative farms. This program includes the resource conserving crop program which crop rotation is one component. Several meetings with a regional NRCS person have occurred in order to collect information as to how this program is being implemented. Data has been collected and inputted into a spreadsheet in order to analyze the economic impact on peanut farms. Results indicate that this program would be very useful to peanut farmers. A preliminary analysis was completed on the effect of net cash farm income for the 22 U.S. representative peanut farms. Every one of the farms would have benefited. Many of the farms would have exceeded the maximum cap allowed of $40,000 per year. However, indications are that changes to the implementation of this program have been made that render the program in-effective for peanut producers.

Since production cost for all commodities started rising sharply in 2005, producers, manufactures, and consumers may no longer realize at what level the actual safety net for peanut producers needs to be. Coupled with the increase of production costs the peanut industry has witnessed is a change in expected yields. Some areas expecting to yield more, while some areas may not be as optimistic. The reason for the differences in expected yields vary from one region of the United States to the next. Some areas have been fortunate to have new higher yielding varieties, some have improved rotations, while some are falling victim to higher disease pressures along with a diminishing supply of ground water for irrigation. All of the above mentioned factors have a significant effect on the viability of the peanut producers. The University of Georgia National Center for Peanut Competitiveness utilized it’s 22 U.S. Representative Peanut Farms Database to do a preliminary analysis of the impact of these factors on an adequate safety net. The marketing loan of $355 per ton FSP is usually assumed to cover a producer’s total variable costs. We computed the total variable cost for runner peanuts which includes all variable costs of producing and harvesting peanuts except the returns to management and debt service. The total variable cost per ton for irrigated runner peanuts from the U.S. representative farms ranged from $403 to $420. For dryland runner peanuts, the total variable cost per ton ranged from $377 to $413.

The revised FLIPSIM computer program from Texas A&M that included the ACRE program was utilized in the analysis of the ACRE program. A preliminary analysis of the potential impact of the ACRE program on peanut farms was done. Due to data requirements in order to analyze this program, only Georgia farms could be analyzed. There are 8 Georgia representative peanut farms which is sufficiently large enough sample for analysis. We examined the change in net cash farm income on those 8 Georgia farms for the years 2010-2015 if those farms had elected to enroll in the ACRE program instead of the traditional marketing loan program that included counter cyclical payments. Seven of the representative farms would have had significantly lower net cash farm income when utilizing the ACRE program. The reduction in net cash farm income ranged from the $20,000 to $30,000 range to a high of $116,950 reduction.
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